[Spiral computed tomography with arteriography in the diagnosis of digestive system hemorrhages of obscure origin].
Some 5-20% of gastrointestinal (GI) bleeding cases are of obscure origin because bleeding is difficult to diagnose or locate with conventional imaging methods. The authors suggest arterial spiral CT (ASCT) of the abdomen as an original tool to study GI bleeding of obscure origin. This diagnostic method consists of two subsequent phases: first, after abdominal aorta catheterization, the catheter is positioned in the celiac artery; then, CT of the abdomen is performed before and after intra-arterial contrast agent injection. In 6 of 10 patients with GI bleeding of obscure origin, ASCT depicted small high-intensity areas in the intestinal lumen, which indicate a source of bleeding. The site of bleeding was studied only with topographic criteria according to scanning planes, and the morphological features of the intestinal segments were investigated. All patients were submitted to surgery: when ASCT identified a bleeding site, angiography was limited to the involved arterial district. Angiography alone could locate the source of bleeding in 5 patients; angiography and ASCT were in agreement in 4 patients. The combined techniques located the source of bleeding in 7/10 patients and the nature of bleeding was diagnosed in 3/10 patients (angiodysplasia). Even though their experience is limited, the authors believe that ASCT can be useful in locating GI bleeding of obscure origin, as well as in guiding subsequent selective angiography.